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Panda Gui - Download - Latest Version for Windows!PandamusicPandacara.comWhat’s New:Added the
ability to change the screenshot dialog window from small to medium!Added the ability to change the

screenshot dialog window from medium to large!Added the ability to change the screenshot dialog
window from large to extra large!Added the ability to change the screenshot dialog window from extra
large to extra huge!Added the ability to set the video resolution in the setup menu!Added the ability to

set the video mode in the setup menu!Added the ability to change the picture mode from small to
medium!Added the ability to change the picture mode from medium to large!Added the ability to change
the picture mode from large to extra large!Added the ability to change the picture mode from extra large
to extra huge!Added the ability to set the anti-aliasing filter mode in the setup menu!Added the ability to

set the anti-aliasing filter mode in the setup menu!Added the ability to apply an anti-aliasing filter to
screenshots!Added the ability to choose whether a screenshot should be cropped!Added the ability to
choose whether a screenshot should be stretched!Added the ability to choose whether a screenshot
should be scaled to fit!Added the ability to choose whether the screenshot should be scaled to fill the
entire window!Added the ability to choose whether the screenshot should be scaled to fill the entire

screen!Added the ability to choose whether the screenshot should be scaled to fit the entire
screen!Added the ability to choose whether the screenshot should be scaled to fit the entire
screen!Added the ability to choose whether the screenshot should be scaled to fit the entire
screen!Added the ability to choose whether the screenshot should be scaled to fit the entire

screen!Added the ability to choose whether the screenshot should be cropped!Added the ability to choose
whether the screenshot should be centered!Added the ability to scale the screenshot to fit the entire

window!Added the ability to scale the screenshot to fill the entire window!Added the ability to scale the
screenshot to fit the entire window!Added the ability to scale the screenshot to fill the entire

window!Added the ability to scale the screenshot to fill the entire window!Added the ability to scale the
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screenshot to fit the entire window!Added the ability to scale the screenshot to fit the entire
window!Added the ability to scale the screenshot to fit the entire window!Added the ability to open or
close the 'Super Mario' folder!Added the ability to minimize the 'Super Mario' folder!Added the ability
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